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FOREW1ORD

The test and evaluation of I A/A 45Y-2 pressurized defoliant dis-
penaer was conducted as authorized in ArR 80-14, and as outlined in the

APGC Operations Directive, Project 5957W1 k.evised), dated 13 April 1964;
in response to the Detachment 4, RTD, Revised Test Request: "AFSC Project
5957, Dispenser, Defoliant, Pressurized, A/A 45Y-2," dated 5 March 1964.
The authority for this Project is Advanced Research Projects Agency Order
Number 481, dated 10 May 1963; AFSC Project Number 5957, dated 22 May
1963: and Detachment 4, RTD, 'JTest Request," dated 5 March 1964.

A C-123 (S/N 540-697) test-bed aircraft and operational and mainte-
arince personnel were supplied by Headquarters, Tactical Air Command.

Testing was conducted from 23 April to 31 August 1964. The aiuthor's
manuscript was released on 30 September 1964.

Appreciation is expressed for the support provided by the pilots and
flight mechanics of the 4500th Aerial Spray Flight, Langley AFB, Virginia.
Their experience in defoliation activities in Viet Nam and their many
technical suggestions contributed to the timely and successful completion
of this project.

Also, acknowledgement is made of the excellent support rendered by
TSgt William E. Gensler, Sr., USAF, and his flight of personnel of the
6th Weather Squadron, Tinker AFB, Oklahoma. The efficient gathering and
reporting of accurate weather data are most important to the success of
grid sampling operations, and this weather crew could always be depended
upon for professional performance.

The following is a list of personnel responsible for testing con-
ducted under Project 5957W1:

SProject Engineer Charles L. Flynn, Capt, USAF
Test Designer John M. Elliott, Maj, USAF
Development Engineer Richard A. Connors, 1st Lt, USAF
Calibration Engineer E. J. Krekule
Micrometeorologist Jurn V. Nou, Capt, USAF
Aircraft Instrumentation Robert Williams, 2d Lt, USAF
Data Reduction James Coe
Project Pilots Stanley Swanson, Capt, USAF

Carl Marshall, Capt, USAF William Bolling, Capt, USAF
Michael Devlin, Capt, UJSAF William Bishop, Capt, USAF
Alan R. Kidd, Jr., Capt, USAF Deane Smith, Capt, USAF
John W. Honnicutt, Capt, USAF Charles Haggerty, Capt, USAF
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ABSTRACT

Project 5957W1 was conducted as a test and evaluation of the A/A 45Y-2
pressurized defoliant dispenser, installed in a C-123 aircraft. Emphasis
was placed on an evaluation of the capability of the dispenser to deliver
defoliant agent in effective dosages from dissemination altitudes of
50--000 feet absolute. Inwind releases were characterized by narrow, high-
peak-concentration swaths; crosswind releases were characterized by wide,
low-peak-concentration swaths. Testing of the C-123:A/A k5Y.-2 system
revealed the following problems: (1) excessive weight of the filled test
item, reducing the operational range of the C-123 to approximately 50 nm;(2) contamination of the aircraft fuselage and tail surfaces with agent
during dissemination; and (3) interference with aircraft equipment, i.e.,
access tu aircraft battery compartment for required seven-day inspections
and installation of the cargo ramp positioning links, which prevent
lowering the ramp below the horizontal in flight. High-altitude dis-
semination flights (above 500 feet) did not prove feasible due to thelack of aimability of tne spray pattern. However, percent recovery values
computed from data sampled during these flights showed no degradation ofthe values experienced with low-altitude releases. Within the test param-
eters of airspeed, altitude, and flow rate employed during testing at EglinAFB, the C-123:A/A 45Y-2 system is characterized by small area coverage at
minimum concentration levels of 1.5 and 3 gallons per acre. The maximum
computr,' irea coverages for these concentrations were .384 and .212 square
miles, respectively.
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS

Agent Defoliant agent, liquid. Code name; ORANGE.

Crosswind Perpendicular to the wind direction.

Delta-T Difference im ambient temperature (*F) between two
levels above the surface.

Efficiency Agent recovered at a given aiinimum concentration
level expressed as a percentage of agent dissemi-
nated.

Effective Swath Width The swath width within which the concentration is
equal to or greater than the dosage necessary to
cause defoliation.

GPA Gallons per acre

GPM Gallons per minute

Crid The defoliant spray test array consisting of six
2000-ft sample lines. Three oriented north-south
and three oriented east-west.

Inversion Meteorological condition where ambient temperature

varies directly with altitude.

Inwind The reciprocal of the wind direction.

YMD Mass median diameter. One-half of the mass of the
disseminated cloud consists of drops larger than
the mass median diameter and the other half con-
sists of drops smaller than mma.

Module An A/A 45Y-2 module consists of storage tanks,
control panel, flow duct, and dissemination nozzle.

Neutral Meteorological condition where ambient temperature
remains essentially constant with altitude.

Position All positions, e.g., left, right, forward, aft,
refer to relative position within the test air-
craft.
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GLOSSARY OF TE14S (Continued)

Recovery Agent recovered as a percentage of the agent dis-
semi••ted.

Spread Factor Conversion factor which converts spot size to
spherical drop size.

Swath Width The total width of the spray pattern measured per-
pendicular to the flight path.

Wind Vector the resultant wind direction and velocity, from
dissemination altitude to the surface, calculated
by observing travel of a pilot balloon.

xi
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

APCC Project 5957Wl0 Test and Evaluation of the Dispenser, Defoliant
Pressurized, A/A 45Y-2*., was conducted at Eglin APB. Florida, to deter-
mine dissemination characteristics of the A/A 45Y-2 dispet.ser and its
compatibility with the C-123 aircraft.

This report presents data for the following test objectives:

1. The evaluation of the compatibility of the A/A 45Y-2 dis-
penser with the C-125 aircraft by investigation of the following:

a. Adequacy of manufacturer's installation and operational
instructions.

b. Necessity for aircraft modification.

c. Adequacy of current USAF flight-line equipment and tools
used in ground operationL.

d. Effect upon aircraft stability and flight characteristics
caused by assymetrical loading.

e. Possibility of aircraft contamination.

2. The evaluation of the capability of the A/A 45Y-2 dispenser
to deliver approximately three gallons of defoliant agent per acre over
an area of one-half square mile per C-123 sortie. Spray missions were
flown at 50, 150, and 500 ft utilizing flow rates of approximately 150
and 300 gallons per minute (gpm). Releases were made inwind and cross-
wind and the following data were collected and evaluated:

a. Ground concentration of defoliant agent (gallons per
acre - gpa).

b. Swath width at various concentration levels (ft)

c. nroplet size distribution (mass median diameter - MMD).

3. The evaluation of the capability of the C-123:A/A 45Y-2

*Manufactured by Fairchild Stratos Corp., Hagentown, Md.

S11
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syster Le deposit effective ground concentrations of defoliant agent from
dissemination altitudes of 500 to 2000 ft. Higher flow rates (656-80O
gpm) were employed during these high-altitude passes.

Slosh and vibratiorn tests were performed on an assanbled A/A 45Y-2
pallet, support structure, and fluid tank at Wright-Patterson AFB, 12
Novembar - 13 December 3.963. The results of this test are included as
Appendix VI,
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SECTION II

DESCRIPTION

GENERAL

The A/A 45Y-2 module is a self-contained dispenser (Al' SNo. 662 "-
48o340), designed for installation in either the C-123 or C-130 aircraft.
A two-module installation is designed for use in the C-123, while a four-
module installation is planned for the C-130. This report is based on
data obtained during testing of the A/A 45Y-2 dispenser as installed In
the C-123 aircraft.

Each module (Fig. 1) consists of a stainless steel, 500-gal, trailer-
mounted tank; pneumatic and electrical controls; pressurization system;
and nozzle deployment assembly. The modules are positioned in the C-123
as shown in Fig. 2, utilizing 34 standard USAF C-2 tie-down devices.
System nperation, as quoted from the "Preliminary Handbook of Instruc-
tions for Internal Modular Defoliation Dispenser System." Fairchild
Stratos Corporation, 25 October 1963 (Revised 31 March 1964) is as
follows:

"The defoliant agent, contained in storage tanks i 1-he aircraft
cargo compartment, is released under pressure from the aCt end of the
compartment through dissemination tubes and retractable nozzle assemblies.
Each tank is mounted on an individual pallet assembly which is secured in
place on the cargo compartment floor. Included with each tank assembly
is a rechargeable air storage supply. The pneumatic pressure, after
being carefully regulated, is used as the pressure source to pressurize
the defoliant fluid tank and to operate pnemu atic and fluid shut-off
valves. Regulation of pressure is accomplished by use of regulators
located at the primary control panel at the forward end of the tank unit.
Two regulators ri adjust pressures for operation of the fluid shut-off
valve are mounted on a secondary control panel on tle right side of the
unit. Prior to complete release of the main air system pressureo the
tank is prepressurized to avoid a surae that might result in opening of
the tank relief valve. Following tank prepressurization, main air system
pressure is automatically released into the defoliant fluid tank %hen
dissemination is initiated by the operator. A system relief valve,
mounted at the top aft end of the tank unit is provided to protect the
tank from excessive pressure. On-off control of defoliant dissemination
flow in provided hy an electrically-controlled, pneumaticallyh-operated
fluid shut-off valve, located at the tank outlet."

3
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MODULE COMPUNENTS

TANK ASSEMBLY (Figs. 3 and 4). The tank assembly consists of the
supporting pallet (aluminum), the air supply and associated plumbing,
the fluid tank, and the control panel. Four retractable wheels are
mounted on the pallet longitudinal beams; the rear wheels are full-
swiveling. When the quick-release pin (Fig. 3), located above each wheel
is pulled to release the locking mechanism, the wheels may be rotated
inward to fold under the pallet frame. When the wheel is rotated to the
fully retracted position, the pin is released to engage and lock the
wheel in this position. Four T-handle screw jacks (Fig. 4) are provided
to support the pallet while retracting the wheels. The pressurization
system (Fig. 3) consists of five 3000 psi (1300 cu in.) and one 3000 psi
(300 cu in.) wire-wound pressure spheres. The predetermined tank pres-
sure (20 psi) is controlled by manipulation of seven adjustable regula-
tors. A schematic diagram of the pressure system is shown, in Fig. 5.
The fluid tank, made of i/ 8 -ino stainless steel, has a capacity of
556 gal. However, allowance for 10% expansion space limits the amount
of defoliation fill to approximately 500 gal. The tank contains three
baffle plates to limit center-of-gravity shifts due to sloshing of the
agent. The tank is held in place by three steel straps with turnbuckles
at each end, and maintained in a 4 from horizontal aft-end-down con-
figuration. This tilt insures emptying of the tank during dissemination.

Four openings are provided at the top of the tank: one at the
forward end for main air pressure inlet, one at the aft end for the
pressure relief valve (set to open at 54 psi), a filler point near the
center of the tank, and a port opening for installation of the tank
pressure switches. The filler capt secured by eight 3/4!-n. bolts,
incorporates a manually-operated pressure relief valve. A fluid strainer
is provided in the filler neck. During dissemination the defoliant agent
is forced from the tank through an outlet tube at the bottom aft end.
Flow through the tube is controlled by an electrically-actuated,
pneumatically-operated eight-inch ball valve. The control panel (Fig.
6), mounted on the front of each tank assembly, contains the pneumatic
and electrical controls, two test switches, the central pneumatic re-
charging fitting, main air system presbure gage and a temperature cor-
rection chart. The electrical controls are housed in an aluminum frame
and consist of:

1. Position Switch - Set according to location of that parti-
cular tank assembly, either PORT AFT or STRD AFT.

2. Module Switch - Set tc ZTNGLE or MULTIPLE, depending on
whether single-tank or simultan.ous dissemination is desired.

6



Figure 5.A/A 45Y.-2 Dispenser /One Module), Showing (A) Pressure Sp-ieres

and (B) Quick-Release 11n.
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3. Power Switch - Set to either AIRCRAFT or BATTERY. Each niodu]•e
is ?quipped with a 28-v battery to provide emergency rower. During simul-
taneous dissemination, the system may be controlled from either control
panel. However, the control panel selected must have its Power Switch
activated. When the Power Switch is placed in the GFF position, all
electrical power, regardless of source, is disconnected.

4. Disseminate Switches -

a. Extend-Retract Switch. Extends and retracts the nozzles
aftei the cargo ramp has been placed in the horizontal position.

b. Arni-Off Switch. When placed in the ARM position, fluid
tank prepressurization is initiated. The Extend-Retract Switch must be
in the EXTEND position and the nozzles extended, depressing a microswitch,
before electrical power is supplipd to the Arm-Off Switch. When the tanks
are pressurized to 20 psi, green ARMED lights will illuminate for the
respective tanks.

c. On-Off Switch. After the tanks are prepressurized,
activation of the On-Off Switch to the ON position opens the fluid shut-
off valves and fluid flow will commence. Pressure switches (30 psi)
actuate the main air shut-off valuves if the tank pressures rise above
this setting. Amber lights illuminate as the respective tank is emptied.

DISSEMINATION TUBE AND NOZZLE ASSEMBLY (Fig. 7). Flexible ducts,
8 in. in diameter and 173 in. long, extend aft from the tank assemblies
on each side of the cargo compartment terminating at dissemination noz-
zles. The ducts are supported by eight depluyment straps which are
attached to the aircraft parachute static cables. The nozzle deployment
assembly is attached to the cargo ramp, using existing C_.12' support
fittings. When the Extend-Retract Switch is placed in the EXTEND posi-
tion the nozzles move aft and outboard of the cargo ramp to provide the
proper fluid dissemination pattern and prevent aircraft contamination.
A microswixch on the deployment system prevents opening of the tank
fluid shut-off valve and dissemination unless the nozzles are extended.
The stainless-steel nczles are attached to tubular aluminum arms. An
electrical worm-gear actuator moves the arms, thereby extending and
retracting the nozzles.

The A/A 45Y-2 dispenser (two modules), as installed in the C-123,
weighs 5,332 l empty and approximately 16,000 lb when filled with 1300
gal of defoliant agent.

The nozzles are dirfoil-shaped (Fig. o), and flow is controlled by

11
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Figure 8.A/A 45Y-2 Dispenser Retracted Port Ivozzle in the C-.123 Aircraft,
Showipg (A) Nozzle, (B) Dissemninationi Slot, and (C) Cargo Ramp Pad.
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manual adjustment, before takeoff, of movable plates on the bottom of thle
nozzle (Fig. 9). There are two nozzle plates, one ,i'th a 24 -in.-lorig sLotadjustable to a maximum width of 2 in., and the other with a slot H..• in.in length adjustable to a maximum width of 2 in. The rectangular area of
the nuzzle opening varies from 48 sq in. to approximately 1/2 sq in.
Fig. 10 shows the 8 .3-in.-slot nozzle plate and teflon gasket.

Figure 9. Bottom of Nozzle, Showing Disaemination Slot.
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SECTION III

INSTRUMENTATION

A/A 45Y-2 DISPENSER

No special instrumentation other than that already described in
Section II was installed by the manufacturer. Two pressure gages, to allow
the operator to monitor tank pressure, were provided by the manufacturer
and calibrated and installed by the Air Proving Ground Center Instrumen-
tation Laboratory. A 14-channel Midwestern oscillograph was installed by
the APGC Instrumentation Laboratory to record the following data:

1. Tank pressure continuously from 15 sec before to 15 sec after
dissemination.

2. Spray system shut-off value opening and closing time and
degrees of turn from full-closed to full-open.

Agent temperature was measured with a hand-held thermometer before
and after each mission. Agent flov, rate was determined by extensive
ground calibration after each mission.

CB GRID METEOROLOGICAL NETWORK

During the conduct of testing under Project 5957W1, the grid array
depicted on the sample worksheet, Fig. 31, was used. The following
observed and forecast meteorological conditions were required:

1. Wind direction and velocity, in 50-ft increments, from the
surface tc 200 ft.

2. Average wind vectors from the surface to 2000 it.

3. Wind diffusion patterns.

4. Stability conditions.

5. Precipitation and visibility.

6. Surface temperature and relative humidity.

It was necessary that this data be taken as rapid. , ar1 t as close to

16
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Date

Flow Rate GPM
Pass No. Time CST Airspeed KIAS
Sample Lines Altitude Feet
Wind Condition A/C Heading 0
Material Delta - T -_OF
Temperature (Ambient) OF Trail-Off _ MinutesBSeconds
Temperature (Fluid) or
Dissem. Duration Seconds Remarks
Tank Pressure psi
Reg No. 1 psi

No. 2 psi
No. 3 psi

I
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Figure 11. Defoliant Giid Work Sheet.
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the time of the spray pass as possible. To accomplish these objectives
the equipment array shown in Fig. 12 was employed. Their respective func-
tions were as follows:

1. Jalbert Balloons (Model J-5). Two of these balloons (Fig. l•)

were used during the testing cycle to determine wind speed and direction,
at 50-ft increments, from the surface to 200 ft. The balloon served two
functions: first, es a lifting vehicle for the hot-wire anemometer
(Hastings Air-Meter, Model R-ii) which measures wind velocity and, second,
as a wind direction indicator because of the tendency of the balloon to
"weathercock"t into the wind.

2. Pilot Balloons (Pihals). Observation of these balloons pro-
vided data for computation of average wind vectors from the surface to
2000 ft. Pibals have a known ascension rate and by noting the elevation
and azimuth angles of the balloon at predetermined times, the average wind
vector fi n;n th'e surface to 3 desired altitude can be computed. These ),ai-
loons wore released fru, the northeast corner ox the gniu array.

3. Delta-I Tower. This mobile, 54-ft tower was used to deter-
mine inversion conditions. Temperature and wind velocity -.nd direction
were recorded automatically from anemometers located 6 ft and 5b ft from
the surface. The tower was located at the control site for the grid spray
missions, approximptely two miles northwest of the center of the grid.
This location provided triangulation for the grid weather data, since the
Jalbert balloon pads were located 500 ft frnm the northeast and bouthwest
corners of the grid array (Fig. 12).

4. A sling psychrometer was used to determine the ambient and
dew point temperatures at the surface.

CB DEFOLIANT GRID

The southwest quarter of the square-mile CB grid was designated as
tiie defoliant grid. This grid array was erected as a result of preliminary
testing accomplished under Phase I (C-1ý0), APGC Project 2525W3, DeveLop-
ment Test of the Hayes Cnemical Spray System, Internal. The results of
this testing i[iidiceted ti.oit the single-line sampling employed was not aie-
quate for crosswind tests. Therefore, the six sample lines shown in
Fig. 11 were constructed along the already-surveyed sample lines of the
CB scuare-mile grid. Sample-s were placed at 2u-ft intervals, 4 ft above
the ground, along the sample lines. Depending (in wind conditions and the
type of pass desired, only three of the six lines were used for this pass.
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COMMUNICATION WITH AIRCRAFT,
WAT.ER PADS, GRID VEHICLES

!V

DELTA-T UNITS GRID CONTROL CENTER

54 PT MOBILE TOWER PILOT BALLOON

CAPTIVE BALLOONN,

IA'
bd

IL
a

S• (SAMPLE STATIONS ARE 20 PT APART)

Figure 12. Diagram of CB Defoliant Giid and Meteorological Netw)rk.
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The samplers consisted of 5-in. by 7-in. Kromekote cards. Six cards
were prenumbered (station and sample line), loaded into a cartridge, and
placed on the respective sample station, as shown in Fig. 14. After each
spray pass, the top card in the cartridge was removed, yielding a total of"
3W0 sample cards per pass. A detailed description of the sampling and
assessment techniques will be given in the test procedure section of this
report.

Grid sample pick-up was accomplished by personnel using three four-
wheel drive vehicles (one per sample line) equipped with radios.

Communications facilities consisted of:

1. UHF radio communication between the Grid Cont:ol Center and
the test aircraft.

2. Askania network communication between the grid control center
and the grid pick-up vehicles.

3. Portable radio (General Electric "Voice-Commander") communi-
cations between the micrometeorologist and the weather balloon crews.

AIRCRAFT

An extra headset and microphone were Installed on the pilot's com-
munications Jack-box to provide two-way UH voice communications between
project personnel in the Grid Control Center and in the cargo compartment
of the aircraft.

21



Figure 14. Defoliant Grid Sampling Station.
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SECTION IV

TEST PROCEDURES

A/A 45Y-2 COMPATIBILITY TESTS

The objective of these tests was to determine if the A/A 45Y-2 dis-
penser could be installed in the C-123 aircraft and operated in accordance
with the contractor's suggested procedures without aircraft modification.
All operations were conducted utilizing the procedures outlined in the
contractor's "Preliminary Handbook of Instructions for Internal Modular
Defoliation Dispenser System," dated 25 October and revised 31 March 19 64.
These operations included the following:

1. Ground handling and pressurizing tests.

2. Installation in the C-123 and filling of tile A/A 45Y-2 with
dyed water.

3. Over-water functioning (dyed water) flights at 5000 ft,
130 KIAS to determine:

a. Aircraft stability and flight characteristics under
asymmetrical loads induced by emptying the tanks consecutively at mini-
mum (75 gpm) and maximum (3200 gpm) flow rates.

b. Aircraft contamination, if any.

Specific analysis of data gathered during the compatibility tests
included:

1. Evaluation of the contractorts suggested procedures by con-
sidering the following aspects:

ia. Clearness, conciseness, and completeness of procedures.

b. Adequacy of safety precautions (protective clothing,
guggles, etc.).

c. Action required beyond that indicated by the contrac:or.

d. Time required to remove and Install the equipment.

2. Evaluation of the quitability of USAF equipment required to
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perform installation, filling, and pressurizing operations and a notation
of any special equipment required.

3. Evaluation of the capability of the C-123 to safely carry and
disseminate the defoliant agent from the A/A 45Y-2. This evaluation
included the following:

a. Possibility of Occeeding the aircraft center-of-gravity
shift limitations through reduction of agent payload and fuel consumption.

b. Review of chase aircraft motion picture film for fluid
flow chaxacteristics and contamination.

c. Visual observation relative to aircraft contamination.

d. Correlation of factors b and c above tc determine pos-
sible reasons for contamination, if any.

For the over-water dyed-water dissemination flightso methylene blue
and fluorescein dye were used in the right and left tanki, respectively.
The aolution disseminated consisted of one pound of dye to 100 gal of
water. Aerial photography included motion pictures taken from inside the
aircraft and from a T-•3 chase aircraft. During these over-water trials,
and subsequent grid flightst the aircrevs' comments concerning the C-123:
A/A 45Y-2 system were documented. These comments are summarized and
included in Appendix I.

Throughout the compatibility tests and during flights over the grid
array, an assessment of the contractor's day-to-day operating and mainte-
nance requirements was made.

LOW-ALTITUDE GRID AGENT SPRAY FLIGHTS

Grid tests with the defoliant agent, ORANGE, were conducted to deter-
mine the capability of the C-l23:A/A 45Y-2 system to deliver Approximately
three gallons of defoliant agent per acr3 over an area of ona-half square
mile per sortie. Spray missions were flown at dissemination altitudes of
50, 150, and 500 ft above the terrain at low (approximately 175 gpm),
medium (approximately 350 gpm) and high (approximately 650 gpm. flow rates.
Spray passes were made inwind and crosswind. Data gathered during the
spray flights includedi

1. Ground concentration of the defoltant agent in gallons pur
acre,
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2. Swath width at various concentration levels in feet.

3. Droplet size distribution in mass median diameter.

Prior to commencing grid flight testing, extensive flow rate cali-
brations were conducted to determine the correct nozzle aperture/tank
pressure combination to obtain the low$ medium, and high flow rates.
Since the tank pressure was to remain constant (20 psi) all that remained
was to determine the nozzle plate and slot width. Ground calibrations
were conducted utilizing the apparatus shown in Fig. 15. The calibration
equipment required was:

1. Two 500-gal catch-tanks. (Due to the high cost of the agent
and its deleterious effect on asphalt, it was mandatory thrt the fluid bc
recovered.)

2. Two stop-watches.

3. One gasoline-powered transfer pump.

4. An NC-i air compressor.

The calibration procedure and the results arc contained in Appendix VII.

After the calibration tests were completed, utiv orientation flight
was made disseminating fuel oil over the grid, The purpose of this
flight was to familiarize the test pilots with the physical layout of
the grid and adjacent orbit area. Also, this flight provided a shake-
down tost of the grid procedures and the assessment techniques to be
employed by the personnel at the APGC &O Contractor's CB Laboratory.

All agent spray flights were conducted during the early houra of the
day, from approximately O430 CST to 07O CST# in order to obtain required
weather conditions of:

1. Average wind velocity (surface to dissemination altitude)
less than 20 mph.

2. A prevailing inversion or neutral condition.

The initial pass was programmed for 500 ft to take advantage of the
lighter wind during the early part of the day. Subsequent passes were
directed by the project engineer in accordance with existing meteorolo~i-
cal conditions to fulfill project objectives. For a given spray con-
figuration of altitude and flo' rate, four passes were programmed under
crosswind conditions, and two passeo were planned under inwind conditions.
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The crosawtnd releases were run when the altitudo-crosswird vector
product was between 500 and 5000 ft-mph. This factor insures proper
"shake-out"t of the dropiatet fncilitating assessment of droplet size
distribution. The grid flight profile is shown in rig, 16.

HIGH-ALTITUDE GRID AGENT SPRAY FLIGHTS

Igh-11i.tittuve (500-2000 ft) spray flights were conducted to deter-
mine the aimability of such a method of delivery. Preliminary flights
were conducted .aing Class-2 fuel oil as a sirriulant to determine cloud
travel and deposition characteristics. The same meteoroiLgical restric-
tions applied for these flIghtp as for the releases at lower altitudes.

CALIBRATION, COLLECTION, AND ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES

CALIBRATION PROCEDIURES. The detailed laboratory procedures estab-
lished for collection and assepmenf of the defoliant sample cards are
outlined In Reference 4 . The gereral procedure was to collect a sample
(one pint) of defoliant agent from each module tbnk before the mission.
This sample was used to prepare Kromekote calibration cards fu%" each
mission. Clean cards were weighed, sprayed with a uuiform deposition,
"and reweigned. Hence, the exact amount of defoliant agent, by weight,
(milligrams per card) was known. The calibration cazds were then placed
in the reflectance photometer (lig. 17) to determine the reflectance
reading. From thoese radings a calibration curve was plotted (Fig. 18)j
showing deposition (gpa) versus reflectance reaJing, Since the cards
are uniform I.-, dize (5.in, by 7-1n.) the concentration valves In milli-
grams per eard, are converted to gallons per acre.

COLLECTION PROCEDURES, Six clean 5-in. by 7-o.n. Kromekote cards
were prenumbered (station and sample l'Ine) and loaded into a cartridge,
The cartzidga was then placed in a holdor on top of each sampling post.
After each spray pats and a 10-min waiting period (to allow droplets ,u
settle), personnel moved Jown e3ch of the threa sample lines and removed
the top Yromek-te card at 3ach sampling statian. Cards whic& appeared
to have liquid agept on the surface were placed in a 'Y,,%t" box to d.y.
('his was a problem with the A/A 45Y-2 dispentar because of the large
droplete produced.,MD.D4.O microns.) Dry cards were placed in the
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shoulder-boxes carried by the grid pick-up crew. Removal of the top card
uncovered a sample card for the next pass. At the end of the missione all
the cards (300 per spray pass) were returned to the APGC M&O Contractorts
CB Laboratory for assessment.

ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES. Concentration. After the photometer haid
been calibrated, each sample card was placed in the photometer and the
reflectance reading recorded. This reading was applied to the graph shown
in Fig. 18, to obtain the concentration (gpa) of agent at each sample
station,

Droplet Size Distribution. The droplet size distribution, expressed
as mass median diameter (MMD) was determined utilizing the method developed
by B. Maxsymiuk (Ref. 8). Mass median diameter ti the size of the droplet
which divides equally the masa deposition. Half of the mass deposition
consists of droplets larger than MMD, and half of the mass deposition
consists of droplets smaller than MMD. The procedure is to select from
the sample cards the five largest spots in the swath collected on each
pass. One of the droplets is designated cc DI-max. Beginning with the
smallest spot, D-max is the droplet which itl no more than 200 microns
larger than the previous spot. For example, if the five largest spots
in a swath are 3500 microns (1 micron w 10"a meter) 3000 microns, 2800
microns, 2700 microns and 2600 miernns, thc 2700..micron size droplet is
designated as D-max. D-max is then converted to spherical droplet size
by dividing by a spread factor (S.F.). This spread factor will vary di-
rectly with droplet size. An illustration of this variation is shown in
the graph, Fig. 19. This spherical droplet size is divided by a conver-
sion factor, CF (also developed by B. Maxsymiuk, Ref 3) to determine MMD.
The conversion factor is primarily a function of airspeed. The conver-
sion factor of 2.5 for airspeeds of 150-180 mph was used for these tests.

MMD D-nax D-max
(S.F.) (c.F.) (S.F.) (2.5)
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GRID DATA ANALYSIS

Tabluated grid data was presented by the APGC M&0 Contractor and
distributed to the APGC Mathematical. Services Laboratory and the project
engineer. These data were plotted by the Mathematical Services Laboratory
on grid worksheets and forwarded to the project engineer for analysis.
The project engineer determined the swath widths at minimum concentration
levels of C.5, 1.5, and 3.0 gpa. To determine these swath widths for each
pass, the peak depositions on the three sample lines were aligned and an
average station-by-station deposition was determined for each pass. This
mean deposition is shown as the abscissa on the swath-width charts in
Supplement I of this report. This data was also analyzed for projected
a-ea coverage (Appendix IV) and MMD variations and percent recovery
'Appendix III).
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SECTION V

TEST RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

COMPATI BILITY

INSTALLATION. The A/A 45Y-2 dispenser was installed and extracted
three timesj, following the contractor's suggested procedures. All instal-
lations were performed by the same four personnel assigned to the Field
Maintenance Section, Deputy for Materiel, Eglin AFB. This test item
cycling was accomplished in order to evaluate the manufacturer's recom-
mended installation procedures and the ability of average flight-line
personnel to follow these procedures. The following standard USAF equip-
ment was used during the installations:

1. m-246 winch.

2. Load assist pulley (0-323).

3. Assorted hand tools.

4. Standard automobile Jack.

5. Forklift (6000-lb capacity).

6. 100 ft of 1/2-in, steel cable.

The contractorts suggested procedures were clear and concise. The
first inbtallation required approximately eight hours. The following
observations were made:

1. Due to limited work space,, minor deviationis were made fromn
the tie-down diagram suggested by the contractor.

2. The extended nozzles prevented installation of the ramp
positioning links (Fig. 20).

3. Clob.tre of the cargo ramp and door, with the nozzle assembly
installed showed no interference, but the clearance was small, approxi-
mately 1/4 in. (Fig. 8).

4. With the system installed, it is impossible to gain access
to the aircraft battery compartment.
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Figre 2. ef Mouleofthe A 4Y-.2 Dispenser Installed in C-123
(Rear View),. Showing (A) Voltage Regulator Compartment,, (B) Pressure
Relief Valve,. (C) Shut-Off Valve, and (D) Flowv Tube.



Subsequent installations and extractions made later in the testing
period yielded the following results:

1. Installation time was reduced from eight hours to t,4o hours,
and removal required approximately two hours. The reduction in installa-
tion time was effected by pre-assemblirng tile center beam assembly. This
assembly was placed on a pallet ind placed in position on the cargo ramp
using a forklift.

2. The A/A 4I-5Y-2 dispeni..er was easily load.ed and positioned in
the C-.123 by use of a steel cable, pulley., and a vehicle to provide the
pulling force. Once the modules were up the cargo ramp and on the cargo
compartment floor,, they were easily manhandled into position. An auto-
mobile Jack warn used for exact positioning to facilitate installation of
the spreader bars (Fig. 21) between the modules.

35. Installation and removal of the A/A 4~5Y-~2 dispenser requires
no special training or qualifications on the part of the loading crew.
Average flight-lJine personnel can perform these tasks with a minimum of
instruction. No special tools or equipment are required. (Thle standard
automobile Jack is not a required item since the modules can b e manhandled
into final posi-.ion after the wheels are retracted.)

The system was designed to operate witn the cargo ramp in the hori-
zontal position, and since the position of the extenided nozzles precluded
the installation of the ramp positioning links, an alternate method of
support way devised to maintain the ramp in a horizontal position in the
event of hydraulic failure. Since the parachute static line cables were
installed to provide support fox the flexible flow ducts (Fig. 2n), it
was decided to support the cargo ramp by cables attached to the static
line bystema (Fig. 7). This modification was approved by the APgoC Air-
borne 'vest Flight safety Board and proved adequate throughout the test
period.

OVER-WATER FUNCTION FLIGHTS

nwo over-woter function flights were conducted on 28 April and
1 May 1964 to decermine flight characteristicst assyoaetzical load param-
eters, and possible aircraft contamination. Prior to these flights, the
anticipated lateral center-of-gravity shift due to consecutively func-
tioning the tanks was computed and considered insignificant.

FIRST OVER-WATER FLIGHT (28 May). The dispenser was loaded withe
1000 gal of demineralized dyed water. A water truck.. type A/S 32-A-2,
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I -AIRCRAFT PARACHUTE ANCHOR CABI.F

DEPLOYMENT STRAP' ASSEMa1LY

$-IN. DIAMmETER TU5E

TYPICAL 8 PLACES APPROXIMATELY 30 IN. SPACING ALONG $41N. TUBE

Figure 23. Flo,,, Duct Support Strap.

provided fill f(,r the dispenser. The left module contained fluorescein
(yellow) dye and the right module cuntained methylene-blue dye. Motion
picture cover&dge was provided by a T-33 photochase aircraft and hand-held
notion picture camera inside the cargo compartment of the C-123. The
dispenser was functioned at a low flow rate of approximately 150 gpm to
afford naximum flow tine for notion picture coverage. Operation was
normal throughout the extension of? the nozzles and subsequent series of
30-sec functionings. The trail-off tine for cessation cf fluid fXjw
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after valve closure, was approximately •,2 min. During retraction of the
deployment systsm, the cargo ramp pad which had raised up approximately
two inches due to airflow loads, Jammed both nozzles. This caused rupture
of the noz7.lo actator moor fittings on the center beam assembly (Fig. 24).
An uneventful landing was made with the nozzles extended. Visual examina-
tion c9 'the aircraft aft-fuselage belly and tail surfaces showed heavy
concentrations of dye. flight time was 1 hr 45 min.

SEOOND OVER-1WATER FLIGHT (I May). Prior to this flight, three metal
r'estiaining straps (1 in. by 6 in.), Fig. 25t were Installed to keep the
cargo ramp pad from rotating up and into the path of the retracting noz-
zlem. Also, manually-actuated purge valves were installed on stand-pipes
downstream of the shut-off valves to reduce trail-off time. During the
flight, the left module was fhtnctioned at maximum flow rate to detel'mine
assymetrical load characteristics. The module emptied in approximately
one minufe with a 30-sec trail-off. No lateral aircraft trim changes
were required. Longitudinal trim was changed from three degrees nose-
dowr to three degrees nose-up. The right modu±e was functioned for 30
sec and the purge valves opened to determine the effect on trail-off time.
Trail-off was reduced from approximately 12 min to 5 min. During a
second functioning, the right flow duct came off at the tank outlet endt
coitaminating the cargo compartment with a large quantity of dyed water.
An uneventful landing was made after an elapaed flight time of 1 hr
15 min.

GROUND CALIBRATION (AGENT)

Further flight-testing was eancelled pending redesign of the duct
and coninec'ors. Prior to recelpt of the new ducts, 19 may 1964, exten-
sive ground calbration runs were made using defoliant agent ORANGE to
determine thp coirect nozzle setting to attain the required flow rates
to be used during &:.id fligbt testing. Due to the lacd': oi a recording
flowmeesr, the following method waa used to determine flow rate. The
agent was zecovered ii. two 500-gal tanks. The modules ware functiored
con&,icutively at a tank pressure of 20 psi ;.n6 a given nozzle setting.
Eldpsed time was ,iept with a stopwatch. The w¢atch was started as soon
as fli,,d appeared at the nozzle and stooped on the second burst of air.
'As the tank emptied, a burst of air would -.ome o'ut of this nozzle, then
fluid, then air again after one or two seconds.) The amount of fluid in
the recovery tanks was then measured with a dip-stick, and th3 number of
Callons which had flowed was calculated. Dividing by th• elapsed time
gave the aveyage flow rate on each run. Approximately 50 flow-raze
checki were made throughout the test period.
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FILLING PROCEDURES (AGENT)

During the calibration runs, the filling procedures (agent) wert
evaluated. The following equipment was used for servicing of the A/Ab 45Y-2:

1. Gasoline-powered centrifugal pump.

2. Two sections of rubber hose, 20-ft and 50-ft.

3. Forklift, 6-.ton capacity.

4. 500-gal recovery tank.

The 55-gal drums of agent were moved using the forklift and emptied into
the 500-gal catch-tanks. Then the agent was pumped into the dispenser
using the portable centrifugal pump. This method was used because the
pump provided was not self-priming and therefore had to be primed often
when attempting to transfer directly from the drums. Constant priming
resuJted in spillage and excessive servicing time. Using the recovery
tank methodo servicing required approximately one hour, .5 min of which
were consumed removing and replacing the dispenser lids from the two
tanks. During all agent servicing operations, the arnament personnel
wore protective rubber aprons, gloves, and boots. The empty agent drums
wcre turned over to the base civil engineer for secure storage and sub-
sequent destruction.

AGLNT-GRID SPRAY FLIGHTS

On 20 May 1964 the first flight over the CB defoliant grid was made
using fuel oil as a simulant. Toe purpose of this flight wnA tn familiar-
ize the air crew witln the grid arrangement and provide C) laboratory per-
sonnel an opportunity to shakedown their collection and assessment pro-cedures. Three passes were made at altitudee of 50, 150, and 500 ftt
Agent spray ili ghtm began on 21 May and ended 13 June 1964. During this
period, 53 passes were made across the grid, resulting in 159 sample
lines of data. The flights were made in varying conditions na follows:

1. Altittde - 501, 150, 500, (50j, 1000 ft.

2. Flight direction - inw.ind and crosswind,

•. Wind speed - up to 2() mph.
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4. Flow rate - low, medium, high.

5. Airspeed - 130 KIAS (constant).

Since it is nearly impossible to obtain a truly inwind flight,
crosswind components were accepted; however, the wind speed was on the
order of 2.,5 mph for these flights. Complete grid data appears chrono-
lcgically in Supplement I. In o'der to present the capabilities of the
A/A 45Y-2 dispenser, an attempt has been made to suamiarize this magnitude
of data in a few small tables. It should be pointed out that these sum-
mairies are only liidicatora of the system's dispensing capability and
should n-t bl. construed as firm, accurate values. The tables are piesented
in the :!ppendices by altitude of dissemination, both inwind and crosswind.
The material sprayed was the defo]lont agent, ORANGE.

The lattar portion of grid testing, 10-13 June 1964, was devoted to
high-altitude dissemination aimability studies. Initial spray passes
were made from altitudes of up to 2000 ft, disseminating fuel oil as o
eimuiant. Later flights were made disseminating agent from altitudes of
up to 1000 ft. The system flow rate was set at approximately 600 gpm to
compensate for the higher delivery altitude. It was found that dissemi-
riatlonr" above 500 ft are not feasib:le due to the poor aimah'ility of this
technique. Even with known meteorological conditions, the travel of the
agent could not be predicted due to wind shift and shear. These high-
altitude ,,tLiotn concluded flight testing on I.. June 1964.

During testing conducted under APC.Q Project 5957WI, the test-bed
aircraft was flomi a total of 41 hr 5 min.

During the grid testing phase of this project a number of incom-
patibilities and deficiencies were noted concerning the A/A 4+5Y-2 dis-

penser. Listed in relative order of importanep, trhpy are:

1. Gross weight limitation. %len the dispenser is filled with
1000 gal (10.7 lb/gal) of defoliant agent, ORANGE, the C-125 a, ircraft must
he operated with a reduced fuel load to remain withiin aircraft design gruos
weight limitations. The total weight of the filled dispenser (two modules)
is approximately 16,000 lb. This payload restricts the aircraft fuel load
to 1,950 lb (Table I), or 1 hr 15 min flying time, or a radius of action
of approximately 50 nm. This limited duration did not affect the conduct
of grid testing since the test pilots would reduce power to a maximum

endurance setting during the interval between spray passes (approximately
20 min). The agent-empty weight of the dispensez ratio is 1.983:1.

2. Aircraft Contamination. Extensive aircraft contamination

414
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TABLE I. C-123 WEIGHT AND BALANCE DATA. (A/A 45Y-2 Dispenser (two

modules] Filled with 1000 gal of Defoliant Agent, ORANGE.)

Item Weight

Basic Aircraft Weight 4,332
Oil (80 gal) 600
Fuel 1,95
ADI Fluid 210
Aircrew (3) 600
Test Item asd Mieceilaneous Equipment 16,870

Total 54,562

Correction:

Fuel Burn-Off During 562
Taxi and Runup

Maximum Gross Weight (Standerd Day) 54,000

occurred during spray flights due to the "rooster-tailing" effect induced
by the airflow around the fuselage. Contamination was measured by placing
Kromekote cards at selected positions on the underside -f the fuselage
and tail surfaces as shown in Figs. 26 and 27. Deposition on the cards
was assessed by APGC M&O Contract personnel and is presented in Fig. 27.
Fig. 26 also showF n. effect of the defoliant agent on !he fiberglass
tail cone. Agent contamination also caused deterioration of the paint
on the underside of the aft fuselage, as shown in Fig. 28.

3. Flexible Ducting. The flexible flow ducts snowed evidence
of internal deterioration at the completion of testing (Fig. 29). The
exact cause of this deterioration is unknown, but it was probably due
to the deleterious effect of the agent as well as the pressure forces
exerted on the walls of the duct by the surging liquid agent. External
deterioration. oce-urred due to the abrasive action incurred when the ducts
were dragged acrosb the aircraft floor during extension and retraction of
the nozzles. T1e original duct length was 173 in. The ducts were meas-
ured after the grid flights were completed and the left and right ducts
had stretched to 177.5 and 179.5 in., respectively. The final ducts
used were bonded to the clamp at the inlet end and glued to the nozzle
end. These ducts deteriorated to ar unusable condition after approxi-
mately one hour of "switch on" time.
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Figure 28. C-123 Cargo Door Showing Peeled Paint Due to Actioa of Defo-.
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4. Nozzle Design. The airfoil-shaped nozzles used did not
extend far enough out from the fuselage to prPclue rOTItamlnation of the
aircraft, FLaps were lowered (20) during trail-off on one mission in iin
attempt to eliminate contamination. As flaps were lowered, the "rooster-
tail" progressed from the rear of the tail to the cargo door, aggravating
rather than eliminating the contamination.

Thc original neoprenu gdskeL (Fig. 30) was unsatisfactory ,-o to
deterioration, preswaably caused by the agentp and subsequent distortion.
The first seven grid passes were made using these gaskets, after which
1/9-in. teflon gaskets were substituted. The teflon gaskets were satis-
factory during the remainder of the tests.

When using the nozzle plate with a 24-in.-alot ,idth, it was found
that the plate distorted under pressure of the fluid and resulted in

I.i

Figure 30. Nozzle Gaskets, Showing Distortion of Neoprene Material Due
to the Effect of the Agent.
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unacceptable variations In fhow rate. Thereforp, thr 24-in.-slot plate
was discarded and the 8.5-in.-slot plate modified to provide the required
higher flow rate of 300 gpm.

The test pilots noted a slight aircraft buffeting when the nozzles
were extended. The drag produced by the extended nozzlos and lowered
cargo ramp reduced c'uiuhig ajirspeed by approximately h KIAS.

5. Safety. Some safety factors noted during testing were:

aj. The ", ?.tion of the extended nozzle precluded installii-
tion of the ramp support sciasors. These scisso"s are a rafety device
to insure ti,:it, in the event of hydraulic failure, the cargo ramp will
not drop any lower than horizontal.

1). The cramped quarters and passageways in the cargo com-
partment of the C-125 produced by installation of the A/A 45Y-2 necessi-
tatos use of the bailout hatch in the forward end of the compartment in
the event of emergency bailout.

c. There is no manual method to quickly (lump the agent load

during an hnflight emergency condition.

6. Aircraft Fit.

a. As mentloued •arlier, installation of the A/A 45Y-2
denies access to the aircraft battery compartment.

h. It is also difficult to gain iccess to the voltage

regulator compartment, located on the left side on cargo compartmnwn.

U. tii urder to operatte the nozzle extension and retraction

assembly, the vargo ramp pad (rig. 25), must be secured to prevent inter-

ference dhurlng flight.

(. Trail-off Time. The A/A 45Y-2 dispenser has an undesiraible

trail-off feature in thait aifter each functioning of the system approxi-
mately U,' gal olf defoliant agent dribbles from the nozzle. The time for
this trail-off will vary according to the nozzle slot area. During grid
testing, th~e time to empty tho: ducts varlid Crom 4. 11) 1,) mni b1,pendfng
on nozzle opening.
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SUJMMARY

This teat was unusual for the following reasons:

1. Dt~seminatiori was attempted from relatively higi, it Ituuer,
(up to 1000 ft).

2. Now, raipid itasesenent teclutiques allowed muitipilc- -w 0
sampling, and as a result, a new grid was constructed to permi .-umpre-
honsive crosswind testing.

5. The nozzle usead for dissem-ination was of unusual d(,-. gn,,
featuring a large slot rather than the boom/small-nozzle arrang- ý:it
normally associated with spraying.

4. The meteorological data used was gathered by means CL -
than those employed on earlier arr1ay tests. Pilot balloons, augmented
by two Jalbert captiv'e balloons were used to determine weather data.
The pilot balloons provided more useful information in that the reduced
data illustrated the average wind effect on the spray droplets from dis-
semination iiltituee to the su. face.

5. Diseeminations were made tinder less stringent wind restric-
tions. It was found that. depositions could be efficiently ronlnirlled
fium it spray altitude of 500o ft with effective croaswinid velocities of
up to 15 mph. 'However, the combined effect or higher altitpde releases
(500 to 1000 f't) and] the inherent variable windI conditions, made It di ff1-
cult for experienced spray pilots to ,Judge their release points lhn order to
hit the 2000 ft square grid. Thus, even with accurate meteorological dutta,
high-altitude dissemination with the defoliant agent did not. prove feasi-
ble for the Eglin AFBl test situation. Since the A/A i45Y-2 dispenser was
designed primarily for high-ailtitude (2000 ft)/hIgh-flow-rate (6000 gpm)
operation,, this test item was not tested to its maximum capability.

It hlim b~een ant Icipaifed that Ihighi-altitude/hiight-wind-vflocity cross-
wind flights would result In at more uniform sprny deposition Fy reducing
the peak concentratibp expected with agent spray flights using tail-
mounted nozzles. This did occur to a certain extent on some passes, but
to have at predictable effect on these peak concentrations, the meteoro-
logical conditions must bes perfect. That is:

1. The wind velocity must not be too high so as to spread the?
spray too thinly over the target area.

2. Thevre must bie a strong inversion to reduief t~he posaPl~lit'.
con vection effects ant] possible drift.
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e Ag .re ase in disseminatire afltitude requires a ., 'ns,' 'ti' ietcrs._

Although th number of "vargiableswas t hcnl•'ir: z • a o miiu , ther is on

v a .... to produce acieo cc.ntrollen:nthe m coat other
dices In g iequ a The swath width s ann endu d re c tae (Appendices
age and III) illustrate that, within the v, ralueters sewa or this test,
defoliant spraying becomes less efficienL at higher altt s and flow
rates.

SAerial delivery of defoliant agent i.s affectc- i ' ariab'les.
e.g., release altitude, airspeed, flow rate, nozz_- :..6.~udtion, etc.

Although the number of variables wan htlae to a ninimum, there is one
tvariable which carnot be controlled: the meteorological condition. There-
for, al frh pass differed from tht others. The tables pesented in Appen-
dices II and III give a summary of swath widths and rojectied area cover-
age associated with these data. These values for swath width were
derived by taking the mean of the tr de6ositin lines sampled on each
pass. Further, this mean was not taken station-byg-statiob on the respec-
tive lines. The characteristic concentration peaks were shifted (irig. 31)
to allow for variation in flight path across the grid, and then tl.e meanwas taken. In the interest of simplicity, this liberty is taken to give

an idea of the approximate swath widths experienced during testing of thej A/A 45Y-2 dispenser.

SThe programmed high flow rate of 600 gpm, for dissemination alti-i tudes below 500 ft, was deleted after two grid missions because of the
excessive variation in flow rate using this noz'zle configuration. This
variation ranged from 10% to 35% above the required flow rate. A medium

a flow rate of 500 gpm was substituted. The spray passes scheduled to be
S~flown at the dissemination altitude of 50 ft. and flow rate of 606 gpm,

and later 300 gpm, were ueleted because of tne inability of the APGC
M&O Contractor to assess the high depositions involved. These peak
depositions exceeded 10 gpa, which was the upper limit of the assess-
ment technique employed.
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SECTION VI

CONCLI 1 I)JS

1. Evaluation of the compatibility of the A/A 45Y-2 dispenser with
the C-123 aircraft yielded the following results:

a. The 4nstallation and servicing of the A/A 45Y-2 dispenser is
simple, requiring no special tools and approximately 10 man-hours.

b. The contractor's installation and operational instructions
are satisfactory.

c. Operation of the system inflight produces a slight aircraft
buffet and a reduction in airspeed u. u KIAS.

d. Inflight operation of the A/A 45Y-2 negates the use of the
ramp support scissors and ,equires tie-down of the cargo ramp pad.

e. Heavy contamination occurs on the aft fuselage and tail
surfaces during spray dissemination.

f. The operation of the A/A 45Y-2 dispenser requires constant
attention and monitoring by the operator in the cargo compartieint.
(Throughout the flight testing phase of this project, the second-stage
regulator on the left module leaked .,P which pressurized the storage
tank above the desired pressure.)

g. The system regulators have an excessive recovery time after
turn-on, which makes it difficult to spray specific targets, such as the
defoliant grid.

h. After the shut-off valve is closed, there still remains
approximately 88 gal of agent, downstream of the valve, which trails-
off for 4.5-10 min.

i. The fully-serviced (1000 gal) A/A 45Y-2 dispenser restricts
thle allowable aircraft fuel load, reducing the operational radius of the
C-123 to approximately 50 nm.

J. The location of the A/A 45Y-2 precluded access ". ' *. air-
craft battery compartment. (Technical Orders requirc a Week-L" inspection.;

k. Installation of the A/A 45Y-2 in the C-323 poses the following
safety problems:
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,I) Egress System. The position of the spray tank in the
cargo compartment restricts movement of personnel due to small clearances,.
In the event of a bailout situation, all personnel forward of the spray
tanks would have to leave the nircraft by means of the bailout hatch in
?e floor at the forward end of the cargo compartment.

(2) HIgh-Prssure System. During testing, the adequacy of
the contractor's safety measures ,Fsociated with +hb high-pressure
(3000 psi) lines was questioned. The pressure-line system did not conform.
to appropriate military specifications with regard to suggested spacing
of tie-downs. This spacing varie- with line diameter and pressure sus-
tained within the line. The contractor felt that arbitrarily-spaced tie-
downs could create a hazardous situation and, therefore, suggested that
the high-pressure lines be observed during engine run-up, taxi, and flight
to determine the requirement for additional and/or moveme'c. of, tie-downs.
The line system was observed during the above operatir -i md deemed to be
adequately secured with no evidence of abnormal vib. . ,r

2. The C-123tA/A 45Y-2 defoliant dispenser syb ir, nAt capable or
delivering defoliant coverage of three gallons per a4 ,v-. one-half
square mile. The limiting factor is the narrow swath 'it), it this mini-
mum concentration level. The maximum computed area cov,.--,ge it this mini-
mum concentration ilveltwas 0.212 sq mi. (tMD-400 micrc..j).

3. High altitude (>500 ft) delivery techniques provee f .easible
due to the lack of aimability of the disseminated cloud.

G et
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APGC Reeommenlvd: Oet 4., RTD Como,,,

GENERAL

The A/A ]Ls'r2 .lep: ,a" oahould A r!'".
oi'., a , ect- ve

,s::. hi; •[ ., :t Yxet, &• ,ve • . .. , , €..,

. j ..¢cference with Ai:.,.rr, 1; MIX!, efr.r. aro 4,'.
..rite and reducov$ reroa ab,.'. ;itil such time no,

' "o "..1)ge. rade avsit~blep,,t.-: ,)-.
4,a will pursue,.o ;,t 4use .. u ,

'i the system.

SPECIFIC

1. The high-pressure air '1 throug!, 0. These items
.:ystem capacity sh,)uld be reduced wil .r,!.ud'rd 4 azry further
,ince depletion of the fluid sup- eff., ,;.. 'eelesign lie system.
ply, at atorage tank pressure of
20 psi, required apprtrximately
one-third of the total pressure
available, This would require
substitution of step-down pres-.
sure regulators of lower opera-
ting ranges, This reduction in
system capacity would metan a
reduction in total weight since
some of the air storage bottles
could be eliminacod from each
..odule.

2. The size oO some of the
haoJware associated with the dis-
persor should be reduced, thereby
resulting in a further reduction e7 d.
in gross weight, specifically: , '.•

a. Pressure relief valve C\'
na the rear of the storage tanks.
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1h. Fluid shut-off valve
;111(1 -',.uid flow duct.

• . Filler neck lid.

d. Tank supporting
structure (height and length).

3• The nozzle configuration
should be redesigned to eliminate
the aircraft contamination and
trail-off problems, and increase
"o swath widthM nt minimum con-

intration of 1.5 gpa and above.

4. The A/A 45Y.2 should be
modified to provide an in-flight
flow rate control capability,
including a flowmeter and indi-
iotor, to allow for changes in
visLouity/flow rate of fluid and
te pro;'ide operational flexibility.

5. Viz, flexible 'fluid ducts
shouln be iecu,-ed in size and
fabricated 'of a eore substantial
material, particularly if the
retractabl6 nozzle feD.Sture is
retained.

6. A manu'lJ.y-controlle1

emergency .fluid-a'mnp valve, c ,
trolled tIrm the cLckpit, sho,,l.
be inbt,]lled..

' o. ot•(t..": W III,, fluid C.'ow
valve GIIouAT I-. .: o1;t' •'" .
cockpit to redu'; t .'v , , , l,..Litt,-
\f inadvertent Jb8,mirIfP .

\ . Further- ibration stuW U.C
\'41 be conduc9.ed on the high- .10

aiair syt.tem to determine
/,:,'eat, "ibr, tOion frequencies
r.ýqnnann r,'ture the Jklgh-
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9. To eliminate the possi-
bility of personnel injury and
aircraft damage due to severance
of these high-pressure lines by
ground fire$ a safety shield
should be installed around the
linies.

10. A study should be ini- 10. A study of this type is t
tinted to determine a spectrum continvt-s effort pursued both in-
of possible agents which could be house by Det 4 and by US Army
disseminated from the A/A 45Y-2. Biological. Laboratories at Ft.
Since the projected area coverage Detrick, Maryland.
of the A/A 45Y.2 at lower concen-.
tration levels is fairly good
(Appendix V)p more potent agents
could be employed.

N
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APPENDIX I

TEST PILOTtS CRITIQUE OF THE C-i23:A/A 45Y-2 SYSTEM

As pilots of thp C-123 aircraft we feel that this system would be
very limited in its application to serial spray missions in all areas
such as Viet Nam. We are not thoroughly clear as to the expected
capabilities of the system, but defoliation of a large area was men-
tioned. We feel that a high flow rate from all altitudes between 500
and 1000 feet would attain satisfactory results with a good crosswind.
We have found from our experience in defoliating in Viet Nam that it
takes spproximately three gallons per acre applied in two i qual seg-
ments (1; gallons per acre each time) with about a 10 day waiting
period between sprays to attain desired kill. This allows the first
application to kill the dense cover layer of jungle foliage opening up
the bottom layer for a successive application.

This system can give the high flow rate desired, but the weight
of the system itself and the restricted agent loaid (1000 gallons)
pretty well nullify any desirable results. The weight of the system
and weight of defoliant (1000 gallons) allow only 2,000 pounds of fuel,
which limits the total flying time of the aircraft to approximately
one hour and fifteen minutes, which would give an effective rRnge of
appzoximately 50 nautical miles from the departure point. The majority
of our targets in Viet Nam were from 100 to 180 nautical miles from the
departure point and our fiuel requirement was 5000 pounds.

This system if used for standard spraying of roada and canals.,
etc., from 150 feet would be far inferior to our present system which
delivers 1J gallons per acre in a 300-foot swath for approximately 12
miles. A system giving three gallons per acre in a 300 foot swath
would be very desirable i, the low mangrove foliage of the Mekong delta
where the enemy concentration is high and ground fire is a definite
hazard on the second trip back to a spray area. This low mangrove can
be very effectively killed with one application of three gallons per
acre, whereas the deep jungle growth of the rest of the country takes
two separate applications.

Two other comments on the system are the bulkiness in the C-123
where access to important ele ,rical apparatus in. the area adjacent
to the system is made impossil,,.. without the removal of the system.
Also, any emergency dump capability and a method of cockpit control
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of the system would be very desirable. Since the pilot is responsible
for what he defoliates, we feel that a cockpit control would be neces-
sary.

/s/ Alan R. Kidd, Jr. /s/ John W. Honnicutt
ALAN R. KIDD, JR. JOHN W. HONNICUTT
Capt, USAF Capt, USAF
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APPENDIX II

SWATH WIDTH SUMMARY

The following is m lnhtilar preseitntion of the swath widths deler-
mined by analysis of the mean deposition plots presented in Supplem.nt I
of this report. The data are presented chronologically by altitude of
disseminatiton.

The altitude-crosswind component product is determined hy multipiy-
ing the dissemination altitude by the crosswind component of the averagf.
wind vector experienced during the spray pass. Correlation of the effeel
of this parameter on deposition characteriattcs is being made with effitels
experienced during testing conducted under APOC Project 2525W), Devwlop-
nmvit Test of the Hayes Chemical Spray Systemp Inlenal ennd the Advanced
Rusearch Projects Agency-sponsored defoliation tests conducted at IEglin
during the summers of 3962 and 196,. The 1.ttler project Is described
in Technical Riport Numiler 46, United State- Army lBiological I•lborlatori-,,,
Fort Detrick, Maryland. lWh results (', this (wrrelati on wLI Ibv phi, I s1i.d

,11 a imtur datJ.
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APPENDIX III

AREA COVERAGE SUARY

Area coverage is derived by determining the length of a given swath
for various conditions of airspeed and flw rate and multiplying the
swath width by this distance.

Therefore,

PA=-xVxS

where

A = Area coverage (sq ft)

P = Agent payload (gal)

F = Flow rate (gal/min)

V = Airspeed (ft/mmn)

S = Swath width (ft)

Dividing by 1V(5280)2 yields area in square miles: therefore

1 2 (P)(V)(S)

(528o)2(F)

Since, for these tests

P = 1000 gal

V - 150 mph = 13,200 ft/min

1 (1(000)(13,200)(S)

= (5280)2 (F)

which reduces to

S~A - .473 -1

fi

F
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Thie; area coverage data represents maximum values, since they were
computed assuming a constant flow rather than ?tburst-type?? disse.nination,
which would be less efficient due to amount of agent (88 gal) lost during
trail-off.
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APPiNDIX IV

MHD AND PERCENT RECOVERY SUMMARY

MASS 4EDIJAN DIAMETER

The average mass nedian diameter for each p'ss is shown in the at-
tached tables. Thesv mfans were computed by avcraging the three MMD
values meais'red on the three sample lines on each pass. The Inbles are
arranged according to deliver, altitude. Due to the large spotq experi-
enced duritg grid testing of the A/A45Y-2 dispenuer, APLC M&O Contrac-
torts laboratory personnel extrapolated the required spread facmtor from
existing data to determine the proper WMD. Also, when the sample card
received a heavy agerit dosage, it wa,; impossible to determine the tive
largest droplets. Therefore, MMD was based on the fivw largest droplets
discernible. These extrapolated and inimum limiting values are noted
as follows:

* Extrapolated value

+ Minimum limiting value

X Extripolated, minimum limiting value.

For a given flow rate, height of dissemination did not seem to in-
fluence the magnitude of the MMD. Therefore, for these Lests, since air-
speed was held constant at 150 mph, the MMD varied directly with flow
rate.

PERCLMT RECOVERY

Percent recovery is defined as the ratio of amount of agent recovered
during a spray pass to the amount disseminated during that pass. This
valhue is determined by the following forwula:

.202 x S x D x I
Sreco-,e.y y .

where

.C02.2 is a coastant repre, ntig the portion of an acre covered In
one minute at ona mile per hour with a swatp oZ one foot. MultipilSd by
100 to convert to percentage, the constant becomes .202.
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S . Speed of the disseminating aircraft (mph)

D a Total deposit collected on one sample line (gpa)

I - Interval between sample statiors (ft)

F'w Flow rate of agent (gpm).

NOTE: At timess the percent recovery values may exceed 100%. This can
occur due to turbulent air or wind shifts which would disteub the assumed
uniform distribution.
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APPENDIX( V

CALI BRATION PROCEDURE~S AND DAqTA

Measuremecnt of Flow.Rate of Pressurize~d Spray System,, 25 May 396)4

These tests include manual adjustment of o ray nozzles and time
mweaslirements to determine rate ofT flow.

The spill tanke u~sed to catch the solution known as ORANGE were meas-
ured and calculated for U.bS. gallons por foot. The solution was timed
from the instant of flow until tie lVnes were cleared by the second bi1n1.t
of air. A stop wat.-h was used to time' the flow of liquid.

The nozzle sizes were varied t), fliuw 150j, 300 and 600 gpm when
both nozzles were discharging.

The following data were taken at hardstand No. 10. Because of spil-
lage and bOlowing vapors, it is estimated that the lose is within -.1 to -5
U.S, gallons.

Data)

Starboard Spill Tank:
Diameter 65 1/4 in.
Height 36 in.

Port Tank:
DManeter 65 1/4 in.
Height 56 in.

Diameter: 5.4375 ft

1 cu 1-t -='. 4 61l U.S. gal

ir2x 7.481 .gal/ft oif height
4

35.1416 x (5.4.,75 )2 137 a/
4
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Pre-Test Runs

Friday, 8 May 64

Port Tank Run No. 1: Water Solution
PSI: 18 No. 2 Regulator: 50
Time: 3.3115 min.
Spi~ll Tank: 2.79 ft
Nozzle Size: 1.253 sq in.
Total Gal: 484.85
Flow Rate in gal/min: 146.26 Error: - to -1.5 gal/mill

Friday, 8 May 64

Starboard Tank Run No, 1: Solution ORANGE
PSI: i i. No. 2 Regulator: 5
Time: 1.102 mill
Spill Tank: 2.5 ft
Nozzle Size: 2.4 sq in.
Total Gal: 434.45
Flow Rate in gal/mn: 394.24+ Error: to -4.5 gal/mi-

Test Data Port Tank

Run No. 1 Monday, n may 64

PSI: 19 No. 2 Regulator: 50
Time: 5.272 m.n
Spill Tank: 2.46 ft
Nozzle Size: 0.6142 sq in.
Total G~al: 427.50
Flow Rate in gal/min: 81.26 Error: -. 19 to -. 95 gal/min

Ri&n No. 2 Taesday, 2 may 64

"PSI: I1 No. 2 Regulator: 55
Time: m.102 win
Spill Tank: 2.41 ft
Nozzle Size: n.6142 sq in.
Total Gal: 4l4.15
Flow Rote in gal/min: 69.6 Error: -. 17 to -.85 gal/mnirl
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Run No, ") Tuesday, 12 May 64

PSI: 20 No. 2 Regulator: 55
Time: 5.9•5 rmin
Spill Tank: 2.35 ft
Nozzle Size: 0.6142 sq in.
Total Gal: 404.9
Flow Rate in gal/min: 68.4 Error: -. 15 to -. 75 gal/min

Run No. 1 Tuesday, 12 May 64

PSI: IT No. 2 Regulator: 50

Time: 1.102 min
Spill Tank: 2.42 ft
Nozzle Size: 2 . 4 0 sq in.
Total Ga,,r 420.55
Flow Rate in gal/min: 581.6 Error" -. 91 to -I.55 gal/min

Run No. 2 Tuesddy, 12 May 64

PSI: 16.5 No. 2 Regulator: 52
Time: 1.119 min
Spill Tank: 2.41 ft
Nozzle Size: 2.4o sq in.
Total Gal: 413.31
Flowv Rate in gal/min: 374.3 Error: -. 90 to -4.50 gal/min

Run No. 1 Tuesday, 12 May 64

PSI: 16 No. 2 Regulator: 52
Time: 1.204 min
Spill Tank: 2.44 ft
Nozzle Size: 2.4 sq in.

Total. Gal: 424.02Flou Rate in gal/min: 552.2 Error: -. 84 to -4.20 gal/min

Run No. 1 Monday, 11 May 64

PSI: 19.5 No. 2 Regulator: 5C
Time: 3.170 rin
Spill Tank: 2.45 ff
Nuzzle Size: 1,253 sq in.
Total Gall 425.7v'
Flow Raste in gal/mtr: 154.,l Error: -. 32 to -!,Ac gal/min
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Run No. 2 Monday, 11 May 64

PSI: 20 No. 2 Regulator: 50
Time: 3.026 min
Spill Tank: 2.51 ft
Nozile Size: 1.253 sq in.
Total Gal: 436,19
Flow Rate in gal/min: 144.15 Error: -. 33 to -1.65 gal/min

Run No. 3 Norday, 11 Hay 64

PSI: 19.5 No. 2 Regulator: 50
Time: 3.068 min
Spill Tank: 2.50 ft
Nozzle Size: 1.253 sq in.
Total Gal: 434.45
Flow Rate in gal/min: 141.61 Error: -. 33 to -1.65 gal/rnin

Test Data Starboard Tank

Run No. 1 Monday, n_ May 64

PSI: 18.5 No. 2 Regulator: 50
(No Test 8 i,1 Flexline burst)

Nozzle Size: 1.253 sq in.

Run No. 1 Re-run Monday, 11 May 64

PSI: 20 No. 2 Regulator: 46
Time: 2.850 min
Spill Tank: 2.54 ft

Nozzle Size: 1.253 oq in.
Total Gal: 4I1.40

Flow Rate in gal/min: 154.9 Error: -. 36 to -1.8o gal/min

Run No. 2 Wednesday, 13 May 64

PSI: 19 No. 2 Regulator: 45
Time: 3.408 min
Spill TanK: 2.46 ft
Nozzle Size: 1.253 sq in.
Total Gal: 427.50
Flow Rate in gal/mmn: 125.4 Errnr: -. 29 to -1.45 gal/mmn

(4)
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Run No. 3 Wednesday, 13 May 64

PSI: 19.5 to 21 No. 2 Regulator: 47

Time: 3.374 min
Spill Tank: 2.48 ft
Nozzle Size: 1.253 sq in.
Total Gal: 430.97
Flow Rate in gal/min: 127.7 Error: -.29 to -1.45 gal/min

Run No. 4 Wednesday, 13 May 64

PSIr 20 No. 2 R~egulator: 45
Time: 3.085 min
Spill Tank: 2.42 ft
Nozzle Size: 1.253 sq in.
Total Gal: 420.55
Flow Rate in gal/mmn: 136.32 Error -. 33 to -1.65 gal/mmn

Flexline burst Tuesday, 12 May 64 No info

Run No. 1 Wednesday, 13 May 64

PSIt 20 No. 2 Regulator: 46
Time: 5.544 min
Spill TankI 2.44 ft

Nozzle Size• • .6142 sq in. .
Total Gal: 4+24.o4
Flow Rate in gal/mi: 76.5 Error: -.18 to -.90 gal/mi

Run No. 2 Wednesday, 32 May 64

PSI: 22.5 No. 2 Regulator: 46
Time: 5.102 min
Spill Tank: 2.42 ft
Nozzle Size: 0.6142 sq in.
Total Gal: 420.55
Flow Rate in gal/mmn: 32.4 Error: -. 20 to -1.00 gal/min

Run No. 3 Wednesday, 13 May 64

PSI: 20.5 No. 2 Regulatort 46
Time: 5.306 min
Spill Tank: 2.42 ft

(5)
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Run No. 3 (Continued)

Nozzle Size: 0.6142 sq in.
Total Gal: 420.55
Flow Rate in gal/min: 79.3 Error: -.19 to -.95 gal/min
NOTE: Flexline slipped off nozzle ab~out 1 in. but did not break.

Run No. 1 Thursday, 14 May 64

PSIt 20 No. 2 Regulator: 46
Time: 0.986 min
Spill Tank: 2.42 ft
Nozzle Size: 3.0 sq in.
Total Gal: 42o.55
Flow Rate in gal/ifiln: 426.53 Error: -1.05 to -5.15 gal/mmn

Run No. 2 Thursday, 14 May 64

PSI: 1L4 Nc. 20 Regulator: 42
Time: 1.258 min
Spill Tank: 2.140 ft
Nozzle~ Size: 3.0 so in.
Tota] nal: 4l7.n7
Flow Rate in gal/mmn: 336.89 Error: -.81 to -4.05 gal/mmn

Run No. 5 Thursday, 14 may 64

PSI? 91 No 2 Regulator: 50
Time: 1.102 mai
Spill Tank: 2.42 ft
Nozzle Size: 2.4 sq in.
Total Gal: 420.55
Flow Rate in gal/imm: 1381.6 Error: -.92 to -4.6o gal/mmn
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Measurement of Flow Rate of Pressurized Spray System, 3 August 2964

This report supplements the interim report dated 25 May 1964. The
following data and comments are submitted for analysis:

1. During the performance of tests, it became necessary to
reevaluate the flow nozzles of the spray system due to deterioration of
the rubber gaskets between the nozzle housing and the adjustment plate.
It soon became apparent that the solution known as "purple" caused rubber
gaskets, as well as rubber sole shoes, to literally fall apart. Teflon
gaskets were used in lieu of rubber, and the nozzles were modified and
recalibrated. This modification consisted of welding a half inch square
strip the length of the orifice of the nozzle plate and the installation
of teflon gaskets. However, welding of the metal strip to thb nozzle
plate produced warping which made the measurement of an exact nozzle size
rather ambiguous.

2. The portion of this task which relates to determining dif-
ferential rate of flow was cancelled because of supply difficulties in
acquiring two pitot tubes. The items were received two days prior to
completion of the test program.

Test Data Starboard Tank

Run No. 1 Tuesday, 26 May 64

PSI: 19.5 No. 2 Regulator: 45 (Temperature 80°F)
Time: 2.986 min
Spill Tank: 1.45 ft

Nozzle Size: 0.614 sq in.
Total Gal: 252
Flow Rate in gal/min: 97.7 Error: -. 39 to -1.95 gal/min

Run No. 2 Tuesday, 26 May 64

PSI: 19., No. 2 Regulator: 45 (Temperature 800 F)
Time: 3 (20 second bursts) 5 min delay between bursts
Spill Tank: 1.40 ft
Nozzle Size: 0.614 sq in.
Total Gal: 243
Flow Rate in gal/sec: 4.O5 Error: -. 02 to -.1 gal/sec
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Run No. 1 Wednesday, 27 May 64

PSI: 20 No. 2 Regiijator: 47 (Tomperature 84.5'F)
Ti"e: 4.272 rin
Spill Tank: 2.15 ft
Nozzle Size; (.614 sq in.
Total Gal: )13.6
Flow Rate in gal/min: 87.5 Error: -. 2 to 1.0 gal/min

Test Data Port Tank

Run No. 1 Tuesday, 26 May 64

PSI: 19.5 No. 2 Regulator: 55 (Temperature 80*F)
Time: 5 min
Spill Tank: 1.65 ft
Nozzle Size: 0.614 sq in.
Total Gal: 286
Flow Rate in gal/min: 95.3 Error: -. 33 to -1.65 gal/min

Run No. 2 Tuesday. 26 May 64

PSI: 20 No. 2 Regulator: 55 (Temperature 80*F)
Time: 3 (20 second bursts) 5 min delay between burats
Spill Tank: 1.56 ft
Nozzle Size: 0.614 sq in.
Total Gal: 271
Flow Rate in gal/sec: 4.52 Error: -. 017 to -. 09 g-alisec

Run No. 1 Wednesday, 27 May 64

PSI: 19.75 No. 2 Rcgulator: 52 (Temperature 87.8rF)
Time: 4.068 min
Spill Tank: 2.2) ft
Nozzle Size: 0.614 sq in.
Total Gal: 587.5
Flow Rate in gal/min: 95,3 Error: -. 25 to -1.25 gal/min
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Test Data Starboard Tank
(420.5 U.S. Gallons pumped into tank)

Run No. 1 Tuesday, 2 June 64

Run bLarted with pressure regulator at 12 psi. When pressure was
increased, the rear of the nozzle began to leak increasingly. No Test.

Run No. 2 Tuesday, 2 June 64

PSI: 19.5 No. 2 Regulator: 48 (Temperature 82*F)
Time: 1.187 min
Spill Tank: 2.29 ft
Nozzle Size: 2.16 sq in.
Total Gal: 598
Flow Rate in gal/min: 335.2 Error: -. 84 to 4.2 gal/min

Run No. 5 Tuesday, 2 June 64

cancelled due to change of gaskets and modification of nozzle.

Test Data Port Tank
(427.b U.S. Gallons pumped into tank)

Run No. 1 Tuesday, 2 June 64

PSI: 20 No. 2 Regulator: 55 (Temperature 82*F)
Time: 1.374 min
Spill Tank: 2.375 ft
Nozzle Size: 1.56 sq in. (* observation)
Total Gal: 412.7
Flow Rate in Lral/min: 500.4 Error: -. 73 to -3.65 gal/min
*NOTE: Spray from rear of nozzle leaking almost equivalent to the

flow of the nozzle.

,ui No. 2 Tuesday, e June 64

PSI: 20 No. 2 Regulator: 55 (Temperature 820 F)
Time: 1.04 min

Spill Tank: 2.271 ft
NuLL.le Size: 1.56 sq in. (approximately)
Total Gal: 594.7
Flow Rate in gal/min: 379.5 Error: -. 96 to -4.80 gal/min
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Run No. 3 Tuesday, 2 June 64

Cancelled du, to change of gaskets and modification of nozzle.

Test Data Starboard Tank

Run No. 1 Wednesday, 3 June 64

PSI: 20 No. 2 Regulator: 47
Time: 1.289 min
Spill Tank: 2.21 ft
Nozzle Size: (approx. l.b71 sq in.)
Total Gal: 595
Flow Rate in gal/mmn: 306.4 Error: -. 78 to -3.9 gal/min

Run No. 2 Wednesday, 5 June 64

Tiiree 15 see bursts were made and time was allowed between each burst
to let all the solution drain from the 8 in. flex ompe.

PSI 20
1st 15 sec plus run off: 9.750 in.
2nd 15 see plus run off: 18.250 in.

3rd 15 see plus run off: 26.750 in.

1st 15 sac total gal: 141.4
2nd 15 see total gal: 2b4.6
3rd 15 see total gal: 387.9

A lapse of about 5 see time from arming the system to flow from the
nozzle was observed.

Test Data Port Tank

Run No. 1 Wcdnesday, 7 June 64

PSI: 20 No. 2 Regulator: 55
Time: 1.298 min
Spill Tank: 2.292 ft
Nozzle Size. (approx. 1.675 sq in.)
Total Gii: 398.5
Flow Rate in gal/min: 306.9 E r 1r: -. TT to -'5.3 gal/in

(14)
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Run No. 2 Wednesday, 3 June 64

Three bursts - 20 see, 15 sec and 10 sec were made and time was
allowed between each burst to let all the solution drain from the 8 in.
flex pipe.

PSI 20
1st 20 sec plus run off: 12.25 in.
2nd 15 sec plus run off: 10 in.
3rd 10 sec plus run off: 4.75 in.

1st 20 sec total gal: 177.6
2nd 15 sec total gal: 145.0
3rd 10 sec total gal: 68.9

A lapse of about 4.5 to 5 sec time from arming the system to flow
from the nozzle was observed.

Information on modification of nozzle and gaskets:

The modification (welding) described in paragraph 1 above
resulted in the following nozzle configuration:

0.034 IN. 0.079 IN. 0.034 IN.

IN BOARD At~'OUTBOARD

21.5 IN.

-24.0 IN.

STARBOARD NOZZLE

0.03 IN. 0.079 IN. 0.049 IN.

OUTBOARD INBOARD
3.0 IN. , 1

i' 21.5 IN.- -

ro -- -- •---• 24.0 IN.

(5) PORT NOZZLE
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Figure V-1. Flow Rate (GPM) Versus NozZle Slot Area (In. 2 ). 18..20 PSI
Tank Pressure (One Module). (6)
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APPENDIX VI

A/A 45Y-2 SLOSH AND VIBRATION TEST RESULTS
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SIJIJIO: A/h 45Y-2 Dispenser Defoliantp Pressurised

Slosh and Vibration Test

DATE OF TESTs 12 Nov - 13 Doc 1963

UR SSt To determins the structural integrity of the A/A ,45Y-2 tank
assebly being developed under ARPA OBER 481#, ASO Project 5957, The
test was performed in accowdance with Hil-T-6396Bo

T3ST R EQU•S MY: Detaohment 4# RI (ATOD)r Eglin Air rorce Base,
Florida.

TT•ST COIIJCTU Us Propulsion Laboratory, APT?, Wright-Patterson Air
Foroe Base, Dayton, Ohio.

MARY OF RESMTSs

1. Slosh and Vibration Test

Vibration hAplitudeO 0.017 incehes (avarage double amplitude)

Vibration Frequency: 2000 + 0 -60 op.

Slosh Angles 300 (total)

Slosh Frequency: 16 ope

Duration of Tests 25 hours

Tank pressures 5 psi

Tank Fills 367 gal. vater

Visual szexnation of the tank assembly following the slosh and
vibration test revealed no structural dmage.

2. Vibration Portion of Test

Vibration Amplitudes 0.027 inches (double amp3itude)

Vibration Frequency 2000 40 =60

Duration of Tests 10 minutes

Tank Pressures 5 psi

Tank Fills 543.2 gal, water

Ramination of the tank assembly following the slosh and vibra-
tion test revealed no pfsioal d•meg. A blackening occurred on the
edges of the pallet membre that withstood primarfl:- vertical loads
duich might Indicate fatigue. Further examination of these mambers
Is recostendedo
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RQUIPMET USMS

1* 20,000 lb. capacity slosh and vibration table at Wright-Patterson
AFp, Daytons Odo.

2. Six (6) vibration meters (double amplitude)

3. Three (3) vibration recorders (double amplitude)

6i C-130 tie-down chains and turnbuckles,

5. Pressure line and gage.

6. Air Compressor

TIET SETUP: See Fig.. I a 1* 5'p 5,,6)7#

TEST PROCEDUsi

The tUic assembly was mounted on the test fixture using 10,000 lb.
chains and turr*buckles frsa a 0-130 aircraft. Mounting braces were
fabricated and bolted to the table platform. The pallet extended
beyond the table on each end, which made the end tie-down points
inaccessible and necessitated the use of steel cables on the lower-
side tie-down points to prevent horizontal motion. The mounting simu-
lated actual aircraft installation.

The 6 vibration pickups were attached to phenolic blocks and.
mounted (using epo3y glue) on the tank at the supporting bulkheads.
Initial pressurization (12 psi) of the tank through the valve on top
reveale leaks in the main filling port and drain port. Liquid rubber
wa used to seal these ports.

The tank was filled to 2/3 full (367 gal.) with red water and
pressurlsed to 5 psi. Vibration was started and trouble in the
hydraulic valves of the control panel was encountered. This wa
repaired and the screw Jacks were removed from the pallet due to
thwir excessive vibrations. Theftest was resumed*

The test was stopped after 4 hrs. and 15 win, of slosh and vibra-
tion to seoure tie-doms. After 1i hrs. 10 min, of testing, the main
filling port bolts loosensd and wsere retightened. A main table
support bolt broke off after 18 hru. of testing and was repaired.
After 25 hours of testing, the tank was inspected revealing no phfical
damage and 17692 gallons of water were added to the tank and20 min,
of pure vibration followed. Total time - 25 hours, 10 minates.

Fig,4 Pa 10 is a graphical representation of the test. Read-
laq were taken twice every hour and readings from maters 1, 2, 3•,
5, and 6 were averaged to obtain the average tank displacement (See
rig.ý Spage-Jj.
*Fig. 1 ib nut reproducible.

(2)
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A man tank displacement of 0.017 inch.. (double amplitude) at a
vibration frequency of 2000+0-W opa. a total slosh angle of 300p and
a slosh frequency of 16 cpn was maintained throughout the slosh and
vibration portion of thi test.

A man displacement of 0.027 inches (double amplitude) was main-
taied during the 10 minute vibration portion of the test.

The minimum tank displacement of 0.032 inches as required by
Ifl-T-6396B was not maintained due to the fact that the pallet absorbed

on the average approdimately 0.008 inches of the Vibration with an
averagw table displaement of 0.025 inches. Also$ the pallet did not
lie completely flat on the table which did not allow for the total
table displacemnt to be tranadtted to the test specimen. Another
reason for not running the test table at maximm amplitude was due to
the fact that at these upper limits, the test table has a tendency to
"run away" with increasing amplitude which is detrimental to the test
table and specimen.

OONCLUSICI(s

The A/A 45Y-2 spray tark was tested in accordance with Ndl-T-6396B.
Visual examination of the tank assmbly following completion of the
test failed to indicate evidence of strz.ctural damage. No functional
or operational checks were performd.

Even though the required tank dLsplacement of 0.032 inches was not
maintained, a valid test was performed. In many instances the vibration
table was well over the required displacement cnd yet the tank was
subjected to only otuhalf of this vibration amplitude which indicates
that the pallet was absorbing a certain amount of the vibration. It
is safe to assum that in actual operation of the system in the air-
craft, tbhe assembly will not be subjected to a greater vibrational
displacement than was placed on it in the test, and the pallet assembly
does absorb as much as 5O% of the vibration whieh will insure
structural integrity of the tank.

Suggested modifications of the tank assembly an as followse

a. The horisontal section of the pallet that houses the retract-
Oble wheels is bolted to the remaining superstructure except for
cwo (2) welds. These welds mom unnecessary and if eliminated would
provide for complete dismantling of the pallet.

b. The plexiglass gasket used on the drain on the underside of
the tank leaked when pressurised to 12 psi. A more flexible gasket
material is required for proper sealing.

(3)
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c. The top filling port leaked under 12 lbs, pressure due to the
hard, brittle gasket material being used. Also# the seltf-looking nuts
on this port were not easily removed and required strenoous effort.
Another type of waling device should be investigated such as an
P0 ring eal or scraw-type mechanim along with suitable gaskets.

d, The budshngs used in the pallet tie-down rings seemed unnecessary
and would be easily lost with removal of the tde-down eyelets.

The tank assebly was returned to the anmufacturer following
the test.

PREPARED BYt JAMS E. B
2Ato uswa
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Figure ~:Control Panel Test Setup
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However, percent recovery values computed from data sampled during these flights
showed no degradation of the values experienced with low-altitude releases. Within
the test parameters of airspeed, altitude, and flow rate employed during testing
at Eglin AFB, the C-123tA/A 45Y-2 system is characterized by small area coverage at
minimum concentration levels of 1.5 and 3 gallons per acre. The maximum computed
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